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HOUSE DREAMS/
DREAM HOUSE
The house as a window into one’s own mind and the minds of others
by john burdick

Model of a house, Egypt, ca. 1750–1700 B.C.
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FALL CHECKLIST
Not particularly handy?
We present nine things just
about anyone can do around
this house this time of year.

3

TAKING ROOT
Believe it or not, this is a
great time of year to plant
trees and shrubs. Our
master gardener lets you
know the dos and don’ts.

6

COLD COMFORT
Winter is approaching
here in the Hudson Valley.
You must prepare your
wardrobe, your furnace,
your insulation – but also
your mind.

8

WALL ART
Wallpaper had a bad
reputation, but it’s on the
rebound, thanks to tasteful
work by a new generation of
designers.
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Zero to one
The low-stress guide to
fall home maintenance

T

here is a profound difference between doing something to prepare
your living space for winter and doing
nothing.
The reward for doing something
is a sense of active involvement with
your home, a place which is at once a physical entity made of wood, stone and composite materials
interlaced with series of mechanical systems requiring various levels of know-how to maintain or
fix, and a concept that reflects and reinforces our
identity.
The wages of doing nothing are usually some
sense of guilt (maybe unconscious), along with
the sense that one’s home is a money pit, an object with a basic function that’s easy to take for
granted until something breaks and it takes the
vacation fund to bring you back to baseline. If you
only think about your home when something goes
wrong, it’s inevitable that you’ll have a negative association with the subject.
There is a happy medium between letting
one’s home descend into Grey Gardens-like,
raccoons-in-the-attic squalor and becoming a
Mr. Fix-It type: Doing anything at all! The concept is espoused by many, including Eastern
philosophers and Western military-commanders-turned-self-help-gurus.
Consider:
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a
single step.” -Lao Tzu
And:
“If you want to change the world... start off by
making your bed.” -Admiral William H. McRaven,
author of Make Your Bed - Little things that can
change your life...and maybe the world.

1. Change smoke alarm and carbon
monoxide detector batteries
We weren’t kidding around about keeping
things simple. The U.S. Fire Administration reccommends changing smoke alarm batteries twice
a year, at the beginning and end of daylight savings
time. The same goes for carbon monoxide detectors, which aren’t just for wood-burning homes.

2. Basic snow-remediation supplies
Don’t wait for the first snowfall. Make sure you
at least have a decent, crack-free snow shovel. If
you leave your shovel outside, leaned up against
the garage or sticking out of a snowbank, there’s
a good chance it’s cracked and will go to pieces
when the first heavy, wet snowfall comes. Put your
scraper in your car to avoid having to use your
bare hands to remove snow if you get caught away
from home. Buy a bag of salt.

3. Rake leaves
A blanket of leaves looks nice, but if it sits overwinter it’s not good for next year’s lawn. You can
rake and bag them and, depending on where you
live, you might have free leaf pickup (villages like
New Paltz and Saugerties do this). If you live out

Leaves look nice on the yard but they’re not good for your lawn.

in the country or have a garden, then you probably
don’t need to worry about bags. Leaves make great
compost. Here’s a tip: Put leaves in an old garbage
can and shred them with your weed whacker.
Shredded leaves break down easier and take up
much less room than whole leaves.

Gas-powered tools like lawnmowers need to be
drained of fuel (messy and a pain) or fill to the
brim with the addition of fuel-stabilizer like STABIL (much easier). After filling and adding the
designated amount of stabilizer (instructions on
bottle), run the engine for a few minutes to ensure

4. Cover or store outdoor
furniture, machinery and
other items
Again, this may seem incredibly simple and hard to overlook, but many neglect it. The
result is rust and worse. One
of the members of the team at
Home Hudson Valley (who shall
remain nameless) once left a
kayak outdoors, insufficiently covered. The result? Several
freeze-thaw cycles transformed
the dry-storage compartment
into a wet-storage compartment. If you don’t have a garage,
shed or unfinished basement,
cover bikes, grills, patio furniture, etc.
After draining garden hoses,
store them inside if possible. If
you can find the shutoff valve
that runs to the outside spigot,
shut that off too. It’s usually a
brightly-colored, two-position
handle, attached to a copper waterline running toward the part
of the basement opposite the
spigot.

Gutters beneath overhanging trees should be cleaned regularly, lest
a tree nursery takes root on your roof.

“For All Your Home Improvement Needs!”

Tillson Bird Watchers
Country Store
852b Rte. 32 Tillson, NY • 845.332.9525
Open: Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 6pm
Beautify your garden with
a special birdhouse, bird
bath or hummingbird feeder.

WE HAVE A GREAT SELECTION!
Bird Seed • Feeders • Houses • Bafﬂes • Bat Houses
Shepherds Hooks • Puzzles • Games • Notecards

Abhi Leone

DECKWORKS, INC.

Additions • Remodeling • Painting
Insured • References • 25+ Years
For friendly & Reliable Service Call
679-6594 • Mobile: 332-6594
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7. Give the garage and/or shed a
good cleaning

it makes it to the carburetor.

5. Clean gutters and downspouts
It’s a dirty job and a challenge for the
acrophobic, but if you’re a homeowner,
it must be done. Failing to remove leaves
and sticks from clogged gutters can cause
gutters to break or, worse, lead to water
damage that can cost thousands to fix. The
water damage can happen in few places. If
water runs directly off the roof, bypassing
clogged gutters (as if you had no gutters
at all), it will all fall next to the foundation, which could lead to water finding its
way into and exacerbating existing small
cracks. It can also run down the side of the
house, behind the siding, or get under the
roof, causing water damage to walls and
attic.
Cleaning gutters is a relatively simple
job- climb, scoop, descend, move the ladder two arms’ length to the side, repeat. To
clean downspouts, you can use a plumber’s
snake to free clogs and a garden hose to
flush them out.
Though not an intellectually challenging
job, it is not without danger. According to
the International Association of Certified
Home Inspectors, there are more than
164,000 emergency room visits and 300
deaths each year due to falls from ladders,
most from less than 10 feet.

No tips needed, really, only the fact that
you don’t need the garage or shed much in
the winter, so it’s a good time to get it clean
and let it stay that way for six months. It’s
kind of like cleaning your home before
you go on vacation. Do you really want to
come home to a messy house when you’re
jet-lagged with luggage to unpack? Similarly, you’ll be less likely to get started on
spring home improvements if your staging
ground is a mess.

8. Seal gaps where warm air can
escape or critters can enter
Installing weatherstripping around
doors and windows is a simple way to save
money on your heating bill, and should
be mandatory in older homes. The easiest
type to install is adhesive foam weatherstripping on windows, which you simply
tape along the points where the window
makes contact with the frame. Another
simple installation is a door sweep, which
attaches to the base of an outside-facing
door with a few screws. If there is already
some weatherstripping installed around
doors and windows, check for gaps or de-

6. Change air ﬁlters on
furnace and humidiﬁer
Did you know your furnace
has an air filter? Gas, oil, or
electric, they all have filters,
and failure to replace those filters regularly causes inefficient
performance. Assuming you don’t
regularly get your furnace serviced,
d,
your filter is probably pretty raunnchy. Finding it is the biggest chalhallenge, as location varies widely. You’re
looking for something roughly the
he size
of a cookie sheet that you can grab
rab and
slide out, upstream from the fan. You can
use the dimensions to order or pick
ck one up
at the nearest home-supply store.
While you’re at it, you might well
ell replace
your humidifier filter, if you have one. Those
can get pretty foul (water + time will do that
to almost anything).

Changing your furnace air ﬁlter is
an oft-overlooked, easy way to
improve efﬁciency.

A typical shutoff valve for a water pipe.
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If your feet get cold when you walk by the
front door, you might need a new door sweep,
an easy addition.

You can fertilize your lawn by
throwing granules here and
there, but an inexpensive walkbehind spreader will yield much
better results.
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terioration. If a previous homeowner installed
foam weatherstripping it’s probably long gone,
but you may have vinyl or bronze weatherstripping still holding on. If it’s in rough shape, remove
it and take it to the home supply store for a match.
Pipes leading outdoors are another source of
heat loss and critter access. Steel wool has long
been used to keep out mice. Expanding foam sealant (like “Great Stuff ”), which comes in a can, will
make for a tighter fit. In addition to mice, insects
also seek out the warmth of your house. In recent
years, a particular type of stinkbug, the brown
marmorated stinkbug, has sought out homes for
overwintering. You’ve probably noticed at least a
few of these shield-shaped bugs drowsily flying
around lights throughout the winter. This stinkbug has become a major agricultural and garden
pest, so don’t let it mooch off your heat this winter.
Your garden and local apple grower with thank
you.

because they look good. In this case, fertilizing a
lawn in fall allows it to make it through the winter
and bounce back strong in the spring. For the fall,
choose a granular rather than liquid fertilizer and
use a walk-behind spreader, especially if you have
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a large yard. You can also throw it by the handful
from the bag, but the spreaders are cheap and deliver a more uniform result. September is a time to
fertilize to ensure you beat the frost.
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9. Fertilize your lawn
Fertilizing your lawn falls under the “optional” category. But some things are worth doing

Conventional shingles perform well against
wind, rain and average WHPSHUDWXUHV. But, if
you live where conditions such as extreme
cold, hail, high winds and severe storms
prevail, you and your home may need the
ultimate weather protection of Cambridge
AR shingles! Cambridge AR shingles are
perfect for any style of home in many colors
to choose from.
Come in to our
Builders First Source
location and our sales personnel can help you
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Peter Shultis

STONE
YARD
All your bluestone
needs and services

Over 30 years experience

918 Route 32, Rosendale, NY • 845-658-8331
Hours: Monday - Friday 7:00am - 5:00pm; Saturday 8:00am - 12:00pm
www.bldr.com

COMPETITIVE SALARY & BENEFITS OFFERED

HVAC Installer/Technician and Plumbers
Heckeroth Plumbing and Heating is seeking an experienced HVAC Installer/Technician and Plumber
for residential homes and light commercial.
Description:
Heckeroth Plumbing & Heating, Inc. is a well-established residential plumbing, heating and air-conditioning company with location serving Ulster, Dutchess and Orange Counties. We credit our proven
success to the spirit of our employees and our constant goal of 100% customer satisfaction!
Our HVAC company is in search of a hard working HVAC Service Technician & Installer and Plumber
with a strong knowledge base, who enjoys their trade, has strong communication skills, is a team player and can complete the following tasks:
* Effectively diagnose and repair/replace malfunctioning A/C systems, gas and oil furnaces, gas and oil boilers, zone
systems, as well as other HVAC equipment.
* Must be able to complete annual maintenance of heating and A/C systems.
* The ability to solder and braze pipe.
* You must have the ability to install and fabricate duct work, refrigerant piping, condensate lines, thermostats and
control wiring experience.
* 2-5 years experience preferred.

16 Van Wagner Road,
Willow, NY 12495
(845) 679-6943
Fax: (845) 679-7081

Requirements:

* EPA Universal certiﬁcation is a plus
* Valid driver’s license * Drug Free
* Valid cell phone * Neat and clean appearance
heckerothplumbing.com | 845-255-2102 • 845-679-2413
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Fall planting of trees and shrubs
To plant, or not to plant, that is the question:Whether ‘tis nobler in the autumn, the plants to
suffer
The snow and cold of outrageous winter;
Or to take arms and plant in spring . . .
(W. Shakespeare, with apologies)

T

he question of autumn versus
spring planting should not weigh as
heavily upon gardeners as did the
question of “being” upon Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Plants do just about
as well in either case, as long as they
are carefully set in the ground, then weeded, watered, and fertilized. Most Ulster County gardeners plant in the spring (local nurseries sell about
seventy percent of their plants in spring, thirty
percent in autumn), but the reasons probably are
more psychological for us gardeners rather than
physiological for our plants.
Fall planting of trees and shrubs goes against
the grain. Fall is the time of year we gardeners feel
like closing down the garden, gathering the harvest and snuggling plants in for the cold months
ahead. Spring is when the urge to plant becomes
irresistible. Buds are ready or beginning to burst
in spring, and there seems to be a similar flow of
sap within gardeners which compels planting.
The response to spring planting is quick: plant on
a Sunday, and the next Sunday there already may
be visible signs of life on the plant.
The quick appearance of flowers and new shoots
on plants set in the ground in spring appeals to the
gardener, but do such plants always have enough
new roots to support continued growth? This is
especially a problem with bare-root nursery stock,

PHOTOS BY LEE REICH

Bare-root nursery trees.

Tree in planting hole.

and when spring planting must be delayed because the ground is too sodden.

Sectional Overhead Door
KINGSTON OVERHEAD DOOR
87 Boices Lane • (845) 336-6363

Carpet Cleaning
Dryer Vent Cleaning
Hardwood Floor Cleaning
Tile and Grout Cleaning
Licensed & Insured
Commercial & Residential
Free Estimates

In fact, in many ways fall is the better time
for planting from the point of view of a tree or
shrub. Perhaps most important, fall planting allows trees and shrubs time to establish themselves
before winter cold settles into the soil. Roots begin
growing as soon as they touch moist earth, and
continue to do so as long as the soil temperatures
stay above about 40 degrees Fahrenheit. Here in
the Hudson Valley, planting could continue even
until and, depending on location, on into December.

“We Mak
e NEW
The Old
PALTZ
Look New
!” CARPET

newpaltzcarpetcleaning.com
(845) 750-5627 • npcarpetcleaner@gmail.com

CLEANING

Hole backﬁlled.

Not so for stems. Short days and nippy temperatures at the end of the growing season bring stem
growth to a halt, not to begin again until lengthening days or a sufficient duration of cold signals
to dormant buds that winter is truly over.
And then, when the first warm breaths of
spring finally does coax growth of new shoots, the
fall-planted tree or shrub is already in place, its
roots already growing in the soil. In contrast, root
growth is only just beginning when new shoots on
spring-planted trees and shrubs are lengthening.
Or worse. Shoots sometimes begin growing before
the plant is even in the ground — a real problem
with bare root nursery stock.
The soil is also usually more fit for digging in
fall than in spring. In the fall, summer’s warmth
lingers in the soil long enough to keep it moist —
not sodden — and crumbly for much of the time,
just the right condition for digging planting holes.
Contrast this with the slurpy, cold condition of
the soil in spring. Digging a sodden soil ruins its
structure, driving out the air, so one frustration of
spring planting is waiting for the soil to dry out
somewhat, all the while watching plant buds beginning to expand and grow. Frustration doubles
when, after waiting for the soil to dry enough to
plant, you have to immediately begin a regimen of
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care of the rest until later in spring.
A few special precautions are needed with
fall planting. Roots begin growth in fall, but not
enough to anchor a plant against being shifted
around in the soil, even lifted, as it alternately
freezes and thaws in the months following planting. The way to prevent plant heaving is by insulating the soil with a thick blanket of some organic
mulch, such as leaves or straw.
Avoid crown rot by piling the
material near, but not right
against, the stems.
The mulch has another benefit: In delaying freezing of the
soil, mulch allows roots to remain active longer into autumn.
Roots continue growth as long
as the soil temperature is above
about 40 degrees. Mulch is especially important
for evergreens, because their roots need to remain active to keep pumping water into their ever-present leaves. (An autumn-planted evergreen
also benefits from an anti-dessicant spray, such
as Wilt-Pruf, to slow water loss from the leaves
during the first winter the plant is in the ground.)
That mulch makes a cozy winter home for
bark-feeding rodents. Protect the trunks with a
cylinder of quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth, or
by wrapping them with paper or plastic wraps sold
for this purpose. Trunk wraps make great homes
for insects in summer, so remove them in spring.
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Despite the benefits of fall planting, it is
not for every kind of bare root tree or shrub.
Among the few plants that do not take kindly to
fall planting are red maple, birch, hawthorn, tuliptree, poplar, oak, willow, plum, and cherry.
However, potted plants of any of these species will
benefit from fall planting just as other species do.
With these cautions and constraints, go ahead
and plan for fall planting. Because many nurseries dig stock in fall, you can have
a better selection of plants to
choose from at that time. Garden centers often put their potted nursery plants on sale in fall
to avoid having to store them
through winter.
If you have the time and the
inclination, go ahead and loosen
soil in the planting holes in late
summer; if not, wait until you are ready to plant.
Without the threat of impending growth and the
enticement of colorful flowers on the heels of winter’s grays and browns, fall planting can proceed
with a leisurely pace and a rationale mind — two
commodities in short supply during spring.
Lack of urgency makes fall planting especially
enjoyable.
— Lee Reich

Lack of urgency
makes fall planting
especially enjoyable.

The writer is a garden and orchard consultant,
and also hosts workshops at his New Paltz farmden (inquire at www.leereich.com/workshops).

Nursery tree showing healthy roots.

weekly watering.
One thorough soaking is usually all fall-planted
trees and shrubs need; winter rain and snow takes
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1501 - 2999 gal.
3000 gal. +

Hudson
CO-OP

Customer Owned Tank
+ $2.05 per gal.
+ $1.20 per gal.
+ $ .65 per gal.
+ $ .55 per gal.
+ $ .35 per gal.
+ $ .35 per gal.

Ferrell Gas Owned Tank
+ $2.35 per gal.
+ $1.50 per gal.
+ $ .95 per gal.
+ $ .85 per gal.
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Winterize your house, winterize your mind

W

inter is approaching here
in the Hudson
Valley. You must
prepare
your
wardrobe, your
furnace, your insulation – but also
your mind. Others can help with
the first three areas, but I am an expert on the fourth. Follow these 14
easy steps for mental winter preparation:
Become reacquainted with cold. Go
to your refrigerator and take out an
ice cube. Hold it in your left hand
for 30 seconds. Then switch it to
your right hand. Now place it in
your mouth. Feel the Arctic on your
tongue!
Start drying herbs now to drink as
tea in the winter. Try mullein and
peppermint leaves, chicory and
burdock root.
If you have pets, now’s the time to
ﬂatter and bribe them. You’ll want
their warm bodies next to you on
the mattress nightly until Easter. If
you’re single and have no bed-companion, this might be a good time
to flatter and cajole an unattached
human being.
Everything you procrastinate the
rest of the year may be easily accomplished in winter. Why not get
political? Call your elected representatives. If you’re a liberal, beg
them to do something generous. If you’re a conservative, ask them to do something traditional.
And if you’re a Situationist, demand a heroically
absurd gesture (for example, insist that Senator
Schumer ride into the Capitol building on a rhinoceros).
It is the birdlessness of winter that most disheartens me – perhaps because I myself am a
bird, at least in name. Here is one solution: study
the songs of autumn birds. (You may do this by
clambering through the bosky forest, or by looking up “Northeastern Birdsong” on YouTube.)
Learn these calls, and sing them to yourself in the
January silence. Also, study the ravings of crows,
whose strident calls will remain when all our other fine feathered friends have deserted us.
Check your ﬂoor and wooden furniture for splinters. It’s amusing to remove a splinter in August,
but agonizing to do so deep in February.
Winter is the perfect time to light candles. The
days are dim, the nights barren. Luckily, Woodstock is essentially a giant candle store. Consider
scented candles. Did you know that wax tapers
now exist that smell like Kentucky Fried Chicken
and New York City pizza? I’m not making this up.
One traditional winter pastime is whittling. Our
local forests can provide the soft wood that’s best
for beginners: fir, cedar, spruce, pine. Use a pocketknife or a special whittling blade and spend a
restful evening producing a tiny sailboat. The
next day, paint it! For those of you with more conHUDSON VALLEY
BASED

temporary tastes, whittle Styrofoam into images
of iPhones, DVDs, earbuds. Now that’s bona fide
21st-century folk art!
Prepare your musical playlist for the frigid
months. Here’s where most music-consumers
make a big mistake. They listen to frenzied dance
music in the summer, delicate string quartets in
the winter. Just the opposite would be wise. The
cool music of Erik Satie “air conditions” a sweaty
August day – while the polyrhythmic sounds of
R3HAB inspire dancing in the winter, which
warms the body and flexes flaccid hibernal muscles.
It’s also useful to have an escape fantasy. Mine is
to live in a hut on the edge of the sea in Sri Lanka.
(I just looked on a map, and chose Trincomalee,
on the eastern coast, as my precise location.) My
hut will be bright purple, with a thatched roof of
palm fronds and a handy 12’-hammock. Vividly
picturing my beach cabin makes the infinite glassiness of January more bearable.
Last night, in a dream, I saw a winter coat – inside a boutique – composed of six layers of shirts,
vests, jackets, all sewn together. It looked like the
garb of a homeless person, only clean and stylish.
If I were more entrepreneurial, I’d begin manufacturing them, but instead I’m passing the idea on
to you – for free!
Find a penpal. I’m not kidding! I have a couple
of friends I write to on actual paper, and this coming season is the perfect one to cultivate such em-

STAGING MADE SIMPLE
GREAT DESIGN | EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS

FURNISHINGS FOR SHORT-TERM RENTALS + VACANT PROPERTIES

www.stagingsourcerentals.com

pathetic Victorian pastimes.
I recently published an essay which included
this passage:
We speak of our marriage, our career, our sex
life, but never of our history as readers: our “book
life.” Reading is just as essential as marrying or
being a dentist, but we avoid mentioning it. The
next time you see a friend, ask her, “How’s your
book life?”
Now people sometimes inquire about my book
life. Well, I’ll tell you one thing. My book life
changes in winter.
In the summer, I can gaily read a juicy treatise
like Children of the Matrix: How an Interdimensional Race Has Controlled the World for Thousands of Years – and Still Does by David Icke, but
if I open such a book after November, I’ll sense
a person in a gabardine coat standing behind me
brandishing a revolver, in a reptilian claw. One of
my worst novel-mistakes was reading the dispiriting Ethan Frome during one of my first Phoenician winters. My advice: spend your wintry nights
reading happy books set in Bolivia.
When I first moved to the Catskills of 1998,
people told me, “You’ll need a winter sport.” After
years, I finally found one: Zen Buddhism. There is
a delightfully authentic monastery in Mt. Tremper, just two miles from my home. You go there
on a Sunday or Wednesday – for free – and sit in a
chair (or crosslegged). Then you meditate. Here’s
the method: as you breathe in, you count “one.”
Then you breathe out, and count “two.” Your next
inbreath is three. Your next outbreath is four. You
continue till you reach ten, then start over. Meanwhile your eyes are half-lowered – not exactly
open, not quite closed. You do this counting over
and over, and an invisible key in your mind turns.
After a half hour you feel clean and aware, like a
pony racing through the hills of West Virginia.
(In a sense, Zen really is a sport, because between
meditations you do extremely slow walking, which
is a fine training in torso-balance.)
— Sparrow
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— Serving the Hudson Valley —
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1402 ROUTE 300 NEWBURGH, NY • 845-564-6710

See us for all your ﬂooring needs

Homegrown produce fresh picked everyday featuring:
Sweet Corn, Tomatoes, Strawberries and local Apples

Garden Mums, Asters and fall plants.
It’s time to plant your bulbs for spring!
We have what you need.
Join us for fall fun in October: Pick your
own pumpkins, Corn Maze, a corn kernel
sand box and free weekend hayrides
Apple Cider Donuts
Fall/Halloween decorations and gifts

MONDAY – FRIDAY 8:30AM-5PM | SATURDAY 9AM-2PM | CLOSED SUNDAYS

845-564-6710

SHERWOODTILEANDGRANITE.COM

.

Dream it &!#§ $
Visit Our Design Center Showroom
MONDAY - SATURDAY • 8AM - 5PM
151 Plaza Road, Kingston, NY

Herzogs.com

Q2 2019 Top Designer
Kathy Prusack
Herzog’s Kitchen & Bath
Design Consultant

Call 845-338-6300
to schedule an appointment.

12, 2019
10 | Sept.
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Receive 5¢ off per Gallon
New customers only — Ask for details

1836 Sawkill Park Rd., Kingston, NY 12401

(845) 336-6596
FUEL OIL • KEROSENE • PROPANE
www.sunshinefuels.com

Marigold

HOME
Sept. 14 - Dec. 9, 2019

r’s

Steve Helle

FABULOUS

INTERIOR DESIGN
& FURNISHINGS

FURNITURE

SILHOUETTE® WINDOW SHADINGS

GALLERY + SCULPTURE PARK

KINGSTON | RHINEBECK | WOODSTOCK

845-338-0800
marigold-home.com

Home Decor
Upholstery
Window Treatments
Fabrics
Wallcoverings
Area Rugs
Bath & Body

Don’t wait to get your home holiday ready
with beautiful Hunter Douglas shades.

Come see what the hullabaloo has always been about!

REBATES STARTING AT
on qualifying purchases
of Hunter Douglas shades

live edge
furniture

space age
artifacts

cutting edge
autos

OPEN WED thru SUN 9am-6pm
10 minutes from Woodstock!

Interior Design
by
Maria R. Mendoza

*Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases made 9/14/19–12/9/19 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. Offer excludes HDOrigins™ and Nantucket™ Window Shadings,
a collection of Silhouette® Window Shadings. Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within 4 weeks of rebate claim approval. Funds do not expire. Subject to
applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 6 months after card issuance and each month thereafter. See complete terms distributed with reward card. Additional
limitations may apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. ©2019 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas or their
respective owners. 19Q4PCSI2

3930 ROUTE 28
BOICEVILLE NY 12412

fabfurn1@gmail.com • 845.750.3035

fabulousfurnitureon28.com

One Hot Summer Sale!
Take 20% – 50% Off
Trees and Shrubs
This sale applies to retail sales only. New arrivals not included.
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Yes, that’s a real African elephant, supported only by a
LOOP-LOC safety pool cover! What may be most surprising is that this is a mesh cover that lets rain pass
right through, so no dangerous standing water can form
on top. Custom computer-designed for perfect ﬁt. And
it goes on and off in a snap! Don’t forget, it has to say
LOOP-LOC on the cover to be a genuine LOOP-LOC!

9W & Van Kleecks Lane, Kingston (845)338-4936 AugustineNursery.com
Monday - Friday from 8 am - 5 pm and Saturday from 8 am - 2 pm

Pools, Spas & Patio Furniture
1606 Ulster Ave. tLake Katrine, NY
45-3360
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Izzy Cubito
Contemporary Art
+RPHRIÀFH
Instagram,
)DFHERRN%OXUE

ijcubito@aol.com
845.339.0116

OVERHEAD DOORS, INC.

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION

SPECIALIZING IN QUALITY DOORS
168 Cornell Street • Kingston, NY 12401

Serving the Hudson, Delaware
& Susquehanna Valleys Since 1974
KINGSTON
(845) 331-0191

CATSKILL
(518) 943-2869

RED HOOK
(845) 758-0444

ABC PEST
CONTROL, INC.
— We kill with skill —

MICE CONTROL
ORGANIC YARD SPRAY FOR TICKS!
KS!!

Locally Owned & Operatedd
by Benny the Bugman
290 Fair Street • Kingston, NY
(845) 340-1224 • (845) 656-2575 cell
MENTION THIS AD FOR FREE TERMITE INSPECTION

AUTOMATIC STANDBY
GENERATORS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never Be Without Power Again
Totally Automatic
Safe & Reliable
Built to Last
More Power & More Conﬁdence
Financing Available

1-800-542-5552
MainCareEnergy.com
100% Employee-Owned & Locally Operated

Trusted Since 1930
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12 | Sept.
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INSURANCE SOLUTIONS
Look no further for personalized service, great
LQVXUDQFHFRYHUDJHRSWLRQVDQGDɣRUGDEOHSROLFLHV
<RXUFRPSOHWHVDWLVIDFWLRQLVRXUQXPEHURQHJRDO
Contractors • Landscapers • Tree Trimmers
Cleaning Services • Commercial Auto Insurance
Secondary Homes • Homeowners • Student Housing
Landlords coverage • Tenants coverage • Auto Insurance
Come see us at our new location or give us a call for a free quote

845-256-8866
40 Sunset Ridge Rd., Suite 130, New Paltz, NY 12561
www.costasandtate.com • info@costasandtate.com

C2G offers Custom Oil Tank Packages
Available with up to 30 Year Warranties!
IS IT TIME TO REPLACE
YOUR OIL TANK?
“50% of bare steel tanks will develop
leaks within 15 years.”
-The American Petroleum Institute.

F

all home improvement mostly consists of getting ready for winter. So what’s
in store this year? For what it’s worth, the
Farmers’ Almanac 2019-20 winter outlook
for our neck of the woods is calling for milder than
normal temperatures, with above normal precipitation but below normal snowfall. The snowiest
periods will be in mid-November, mid- to late December, and early and late January. The coldest
periods will be in early to mid-January, and late
January to early February.

$2,325.00

*some restrictions may apply.

Call
C
all or Visit us online for a FREE
E Price Quote!

845-255-4900 WWW.C2G.US

Featuring Smart Operation Easy Touch
Controls — with scheduling, cleaning
prompts & gauges.

at
starting 00

Visit www.harmanstoves.com or
Gem Woodstove Company for

$

1,849

CURRENT OFFERS!

A

report released earlier this year by
the real estate firm Unison sheds some
light on the relationship between housing prices and income. It found that, nationally, it took an average of nine years to save up
for a down payment in 1975; today it takes 14. The
study assumes a savings rate of 5 percent per year
of the median household income for a given area
and measures how many years it takes to reach a
20 percent down payment on the median price for
a home.
For example, in Ulster County, the median sale
price for a home is $231,200 and the median
household income is $61,652. By saving 5 percent
per year of $61,652 ($3,082.60), it would take
15 years to reach 20 percent of the median home
price ($46,240). So Ulster is just a bit above the
national average.
Dutchess County came in at 14.8 years, Greene
County at 19.6 years and Delaware County at 11.5
years.
The largest margins came in cities. In New York
City and Miami, it would take 36 years; in Los Angeles, 43 and 40 in San Francisco.

Mild winter predicted

P
Pricing
Prr
starts as low as

Pellet
Stoves

Report: Home prices
outpace income

Accentra 52i
Insert
“The best selling
insert just got hotter!”

Help keep local
journalism strong

Heat up to 2600 SF,
features automatic
ignition & temperature
control!

The business of media is changing,
but local, on-the-ground, fact-checked
journalism is needed now more than ever.
hudsonvalleyone.com/support

hv1

UP Ulster
Publishing
Absolute 43

Absolute 63

XXV-TC

P68

Allure 50

Heat up to 2400 SF
Quiet, compact &
powerful; dual fans

Industry leading heat
& control, heat up to
3400 SF

Heat up to 2300 SF
Near silence in
whisper mode

One of the
most efﬁcient stoves
on the market!

Stylish, powerful
& quiet
92 lb. hopper!

WOOD • PELLET & GAS STOVES • FIREPLACES • SUPPLIES & ACCESSORIES

Come see our
new displays
of stoves,
inserts &
ﬁreplaces

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
TO QUALIFIED
CUSTOMERS
ASK FOR DETAILS

7987 Rt. 32 North • Cairo NY

518-622-3862

Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 9-5 • other times by appointment

www.gemwoodstoves.com
www.gemwoodstove.com

ARCTIC SPA HOT TUBS

Fine Gardening
Lisa Logan Ketchum
PO Box 464
Bearsville, NY
12409

lisa@lakehillgardens.com
lakehillgardens.com
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Art of wall
Wallpaper has come
a long way

D

isregard old memories of what
wallpaper used to be—those shabby
chic floral patterns and shades of
dusky rose striping. To the delight
of interior designers, who have been
nudging clients to be more open
minded, wallpaper has made a comeback in the
design world, and it’s no longer just for historic
B&Bs or formal dining rooms. From mural papers
that fill an accent wall with a breathtaking vista, to
contemporary patterns like palm fronds, modernized toile, or bold-hued illustrations, homeowners
are welcoming a change from solid painted rooms.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY MARYLINE DAMOUR/DAMOUR DRAKE
“I feel as if there has been a shift in people’s
In this loft with a window on only one side of the apartment, Maryline Damour used Anthropologie’s
thinking about wallpaper, and it’s been a long time
“Etched Arcadia” mural paper to echo the view outside.
coming,” says Maryline Damour, cofounder and
principal designer at Damour Drake
the sense of humor it adds to a space.
in Kingston. “With edgy and irrevPretty is nice, but character is what does
erent takes on traditional wallpaper
it for me.”
that companies like Flavor Paper and
For those who might worry that a
Timorous Beasties are doing, people
bold wallpaper could become overbearare appreciating wallpaper as works
ing to live with over time, or make it
of art that can enhance a room rathmore difficult to resell a house after a
er than the dizzying wall coverings we
few years, today’s wallpapers are easiremember as children.”
er to remove; some are just unpeel like
But just because wallpaper has
a vinyl sticker, should your décor needs
caught on as the chic wallcoverchange. Michael Van Nort, designer and
ing-of-choice after years of sinco-owner of FRED, a home furnishings
gle-tone eggshell paints, it doesn’t
retailer and interior design company in
mean that everyone who’s redoing a
High Falls, suggests an even easier way
room has been immediately on board.
to change your walls without the comDamour says that her clients who
mitment: “For clients that do not want
grew up with wallpaper in the 1970s
to commit to installing wallpaper, or for
tend to be more resistant. But she enthose who do not own their own home,
courages them to think beyond those
an excellent way to use wallpaper is to
bold orange, yellow, and chartreuse
purchase multiple frames of the same
patterns in the kitchens of their childsize and hang a grid of nine or 16 in a
hood homes.
hallway, or over a sofa. Inexpensive 20”
“The younger generation has grown
by 20” frames from Ikea would do the
up with more sophisticated, elegant
trick” he explains. “Otherwise, our cliwallpaper and tend to be more open
ents lean toward botanicals, aviary patto using it,” Damour says. “Large-scale
terns, and grasscloth wallpapers. We
florals have been popular for a while,
also love a good chinoiserie design.”
as well as pencil drawings and more
Van Nort, along with FRED’s co-ownmodern imagery. Plus, you might be
er Charles Farruggio, have both been
surprised by the extent of wallpaper
involved with interior design for about
these days. There are reflective surtwo decades each, and are full-on propofaces, wallpapers with texture, even
nents of wallpaper’s popularity. Farrugscratch-and-sniff.”
gio says he hasn’t seen his clients even
Damour recently worked on a loft
hesitate at the thought of adding wallpain Brooklyn, for instance, that had
per. “We love to paper an entire room for
a window on only one side of the
a cohesive look; powder rooms and guest
apartment. She used Anthropologie’s
bedrooms are great places to use wallpaEtched Arcadia mural paper, a soper,” he says. “Maybe because we are so
phisticated, gray-toned illustration of
enthusiastic about wallpaper, our clilush trees and the sky beyond them,
ents are too.” Van Nort adds: “I wouldn’t
PHOTO PROVIDED BY KATE CUMMINGS/FREESTYLE RESTYLE
which allowed her to reference views
say wallpaper is making a comeback–I
This collaboration between interior designer and stylist Kate Cummings of
of the trees outside of the one window.
would say wallpaper has made a comeUlster County-based design agency Freestyle Restyle and local artist Jason
Damour is also the founder of the
back.”
O’Malley shows the whimsical, bold style wallpaper can bring to a room.
Kingston Design Showhouse, a proj— Melissa Dempsey
This design was titled Neo-Victorian Icons of Nu Wave Pt. 1, and features
ect that highlights the work of local
illustrations of ’80s music icons Debbie Harry, Annie Lennox, Siouxsie Sioux,
designers, artisans, and other home
and Morrissey.
vendors by having them each design a room in a restored home in
Kingston. The inaugural Showhouse took place
then try to name the musicians. Overall, there was
in a Midtown Kingston home built in the 1800s
a lot of engagement. It did what it was supposed
last October and featured more than 10 designto do, and that was to get people to connect with
ers. One participant, interior designer and stylist
each other and interact with the interiors, which
Kate Cummings of Ulster County-based design
served as a cohesive link to the other spaces, mainagency Freestyle Restyle, worked with local artist
ly through custom color.”
Jason O’Malley to create a custom wallpaper for
The neo-Victorian paper that Cummings and
one room, which became a conversation piece for
O’Malley created is just one example of the creShowhouse visitors.
ative freedom homeowners now have when it
According to Cummings, the pair tag-teamed
comes to original custom designs. “I think wallon the “1880s-meets-1980s” wallpaper art, which
paper is timeless; the difference now is that techthey titled Neo-Victorian Icons of Nu Wave Pt.
nology and digital printing have made it so much
1, that featured illustrations of ’80s music icons
more fun and accessible to make. You can literDebbie Harry, Annie Lennox, Siouxsie Sioux, and
ally do anything you think of; there are no rules,
Morrissey. “The house was a dark Victorian and
when there used to be many,” Cummings explains.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY FRED
my room, a Rock & Roll Femme Den, needed a
“Right now, I’m noticing a lot of abstract murals
Some work by the High Falls-based interior
good intro; the front hall was the perfect venue to
that surround the room. It’s an old tradition bedesign company FRED, co-owned by Michael
display the wallpaper,” she says. “It was tons of fun
ing done in a new way. With prints, there’s a lot of
Van Nort and Charles Farruggio.
to watch people first recognize what it was, and
whimsy happening and it’s getting bolder; I love
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Bringing the balance back
How a New Paltz man
transformed death into life

I

n 1989, Chris Harp decided to purchase a
small home and rustic property off Plains Rd.
in New Paltz, close to the banks of the Wallkill
River. He was working as a resident counselor
at Gateway Industries and at Gadaleto’s Fish
Market trying to put himself through college.
On the property there was an old back house the
previous owner used as a machine shop. “It was
full of all kinds of junk so I rented a dumpster,
cleaned it all out and as I did that, I noticed that
the roof was rotted and would not likely last the

winter,” said Harp. He hired a roofer who discovered that the shed was home to a beehive. “I don’t
work where there’s bees,” the guy said. “I don’t like
bees.” Not knowing what to do, Harp called his
grandmother, Stella Harp, who lived in town, and
asked if she knew any beekeepers who might want
to addo to their hives. A quick search turned up
empty.
“The guy was on the clock and I was paying him
to sit around so finally I called an exterminator to
fumigate them, which he did,” said Harp.
When Harp walked into his newly cleaned back
house with its lovely new roof he found behind an
old wall a massive pile of over 10,000 dead bees
and what looked like a hundred pounds of hon-

30% off

your entire purchase
UNFINISHED FURNITURE
& OUTDOOR FURNITURE

%DUH)XUQLWXUH
WWW.BAREFURNITURENY.COM

LIVING & DINING
SEATING & OCCASIONAL
OFFICE & ENTERTAINMENT
BEDROOM & HOME ACCENTS



4747 RTE 209 . ACCORD, NY

ey. “I couldn’t eat the honey because of the pesticides,” he said. “Looking at the dead bees and the
poisoned honey I suddenly felt ill. What had a I
done?”
Harp felt compelled to try and make some sort
of amends, so he bought a beehive. “I felt like I
had to replace what I had taken from nature,” he
said. “I went from exterminating them to marveling at them. They taught me.”
Thirty years later, Harp is a professional beekeeper, honey producer and seller, apiary (collection of beehives) manager, instructor and naturalist. He and his partner Grai St. Clair Rice have
over 60 active hives.
Outside of his modest home is an old-fashioned
Spanky and Our Gang pull cart with fresh jars
of raw honey for sale. Out back are the stacked
boxes of bee colonies with aged bricks weighting
the top down. Each one has its own distinct colors and character and varying degrees of height.
There are mason jars filled with bee food that include a mixture of water, sugar, chamomile, thyme

1
1

Everything Ulster Publishing
now in one place.
hudsonvalleyone.com
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Beekeeper Chris Harp has over 2 million honeybees on his property.

and sea salt. Nearby are mass plantings of purple
coneflower, goldenrod, milkweed, beebalm and
Joe Pye weed— all honeybee-loving flowers. Behind one of the main groups of beehives is a grove
of trees where you can see the bees dance against
the dark backdrop. “If they were in a meadow you
couldn’t see their dances that well,” said Rice. “Especially after a long day, it’s absolutely mesmerizing to come back here and sit and just watch
them.”
Rice, who used to work for CNN before meeting
Harp and becoming saturated in bee culture and
life, said that “after you’ve been a beekeeper for a
while you start to recognize their dance.”
The bees themselves, when seen through
the eyes of an educated beekeeper like Harp or
Rice, are fascinating. All of the corny clichés “busy
as a bee,” or “making a beeline” begin to make perfect sense as you watch them do their work. The
queen bee can produce upwards of 900 eggs a day
and she is tended to and fed and protected by the
colony. Each colony has approximately 40,000
bees and within those colonies are “thousands of
jobs that each bee fulfills and does without having
to be told,” said Harp. “They do it because it needs
to be done and it’s for the greater good of the community. They’re a super-organism like coral reefs,
where each part makes up the whole and they
know they cannot survive without each other. We
have a lot to learn from them.”
Harp said domestic beehives, if done with organic methods, are necessary to help mitigate
the loss of honeybees from insecticides and herbicides. “What is so wrong with a dandelion?
People don’t realize that in an effort to keep their
lawn perfectly green and free of dandelions that
they are killing off our bee population,” said Harp.
“Loss of habitat also has a huge impact and industrial farming, but the herbicides cause the greatest
damage.”
Bees have been around for approximately 100
million years—98 million more years than humans yet we seem to be hell bent towards destruction. “We’re killing ourselves,” said Harp. “It’s our
food supply. Pollinators also help biodiversity.”
In an effort to show Ulster Publishing how
meditative and safe beekeeping can be, Harp
carefully took the top off one of the hives and lifted the top box, which was heavy with honey. He
then inspected a few more of the boxes to get the
temperature of the hive, how many eggs were being laid, the music of the nursemaids tending to
the about-to-be-born baby bees and the drones
flying about waiting to mate with the queen. As
he did this he would casually ask Rice for “smoke
please” and she would squeeze a little tin puffer of
smoke on his cheek or wherever he signaled her
to. There were no gloves, no suits, no face nets….
just the sound of humming and buzzing and the
spellbinding shapes of the honeycomb and the
waggle dances of the female bees which they re-

peated over and over again to show their fellow
sisters where the best pollen could be found. Harp
points out that work showing the significance of
that dance, which conveys the exact location of
distant food sources, was the subject of a 1973
Nobel Prize. “They will beeline straight to it and
be no more than a meter from it,” said Harp as
he slowly lowered another frame filled with bees
back into the box. “It’s unbelievable.” At first there
is just the chaos and buzzing of wings and bees
circling around. But after a short time there is
a quietude that comes in and a strange calming
beauty of this intricate super society at work.
Harp and Rice have dedicated a good portion of their work lives to education. They began
www.honeybeelives.org a naturalists approach
to beekeeping, based in the Hudson Valley, and
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aimed at inspiring and nurturing beginning
beekeepers and arming them with the tools and
knowledge they need as well as encouraging veteran beekeepers to get over hurdles they might be
facing with their hives and to adopt organic, biodynamic approaches.
Their seasonal courses often take place at Deyo
Hall on Historic Street in Huguenot Street in New
Paltz, or upon request, and include introduction
lectures on honeybees and organic beekeeping as
well as how to plan a new hive for the spring, how
to inspect and maintain a healthy hive, how to
prepare a hive for winter and understanding your
bees and caring for them.
“Our classes take place over a weekend so we’re
looking at 16 hours of material to focus on,” said
Rice. She said it takes around three years for a
beekeeper to learn the craft. There are all of the
missteps and acts of nature that anyone caring for
anything can run into and with bees it could be
mites, or bad weather or a swarm that gets away.
The queen could die, the colony could succumb to
a parasite infestation. But there are always lessons
to be learned and new hives to begin.
If bees are not your thing, but you want to do
your part to help them and nurture their existence,
there are also classes on how to plant bee gardens.
Harp suggests mass plantings of the same type of
flower because honeybees only visit flowers of the
same variety on each flight. That’s why they find
concentrations of one type attractive.
They also offer apiary services for people that
want to maintain beehives but do not have the
time or wherewithal to do so. “There are several
estates where I tend to their beehives,” said Harp.
And then there’s the actual honey, the fruit of
the bees and the beekeeper’s labor. Raw honey, not
the pasteurized honey Harp calls “just expensive
sweetener,” has been used for thousands of years
as salve for burns or cuts to the skin. Because of
its thickness it keeps air out and with all its active
enzymes it “kills bacteria and prevents infection,”
said Rice. Raw, local honey carries with it all types
of pollen and thus serves as a sort of natural vaccine against seasonal allergies, boosts the immune
system and helps to coat a soar throat besides just
being delicious and full of different flavors and variety based on the season and what’s in bloom.
To learn more about their courses, purchase
honey or seek out their apiary services go to www.
honeybeelives.org.
— Erin Quinn

We Have a Complete Line of Rental Equipment and
Accessories for the Contractor and Home Owner

Lift

Bobcat Mini

Backhoe

Excavator

Construction • Lawn & Garden •Floor Care
Ladders/Scaffold • Moving • Painting/Decorating

We also have everything you need for a great backyard party!

5752 Route 209, Kerhonkson, NY 12446 • (845) 626-4747
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Beginner’s mind
A visit to the home of
Deborah and Yale Epstein

A

t the Epstein’s new home, which
is situated on the site of their old
home, Deborah and Yale, married
for over 30 years, greet me at the
door. Yale, excited, almost immediately launches into tour guide mode.
He’s a talker, a teacher in the past and at heart.
Deborah, a retired psychiatric social worker, has
less to say. She’s more of an observer it seems. But
there’s no doubt that the two were partners in the
creation of all that I was about to see. I would soon
learn that I had entered the residence of an artist
and his wife that turns out to be a work of art in
itself and a testament to the sustaining and regenerative power of the creative process.
I don’t have a chance to slip off my shoes (a requirement for entry) before Yale whisks me back
out the front door. A big person in a diminutive
body Yale, in his 80s, exudes good-natured youthful energy focused by an insatiable curiosity and
a powerful intellect. With a career that includes
56 one-person shows, a residency at the American
Academy in Rome, his work in numerous public
and private collections, as well as grants from the
Pollock-Krasner Foundation and the Foundation
for Contemporary Arts, Yale Epstein has had quite
a run as an artist; there’s not much left for him to
prove. But then, I’m not sure that Yale has spent
his 65 years as a professional artist trying to prove
anything. He says, “This is simply what I am, and
what I do, and what I love to do.” Today, like most
days, he has a story to tell and it all begins with
Studio B.
A small outbuilding looking like the converted garage it is, Studio B, Yale’s secondary
studio, survived the fire which burned down the
Epsteins’ home of 30 years in 2016, along with almost all of Yale’s art, the couple’s books, and other
treasured possessions, the fruit of lives well-lived.
Luckily Deborah and Yale were uninjured. The

TLK

LLC

Portable Toilet Rentals

845-658-8766
845-417-6461
845-706-7197
TLKportables@gmail.com • TLKportables.com

Construction Sites
Party Events • Weddings
Campsites • Flea Markets
Weekends • Weekly • Monthly

PHOTOS BY DION OGUST

devastating fire would be a crushing blow for any
serious artist, but for someone of Yale’s years it
could have marked the end of the line. But giving
up is not the way he rolls, and he doesn’t live in
the past. “Deborah and I do not see ourselves at a
‘stage of the game,’” he said. “As long as we are still
able, we continue to engage life, we travel, and I
am fully involved in my art and career. There is no
way that we would suspend our appreciation for
a supportive personal living environment, if we
were able to put in the work to make it happen.”
In Studio B is the wall where Yale worked on

large commissioned paintings that were shipped
off to China and Japan. Here is a painting rack
that holds work returned from a show in Italy.
Across the way is a shipping table with a painting on it ready to be sent back. It turns out the
gallerist has made a mistake; this one sold and
needs to go to the collector. And lastly, a flat file
with prints made by Yale at Domberger in Stuttgart Germany from 1979-1988 and marketed by
Pace Editions. Treasured works spared from the
flames because they were stored here in Studio
B. Every nook and cranny of this tiny space has a
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out houses radiant heating. Yale reports that the
concrete is quite comfortable to walk on. The Epsteins have once again added the additional comfort of aesthetics to this eminently practical approach to flooring. Yale has used his painter’s eye
to select three different finishes for the concrete
which relate to the functions of the spaces where
it is located. The screened porch floor, for example, is expressionist, the laundry area floor has a
practical finish, and the living room/dining room/
great room floor is smooth and classic, with the
incision of thin widely spaced grid lines to breakup the possible perception of a slab.

purpose and a narrative to go with it. And as such
serves a model for the intentionality, in the service
of creative spirit, that guided the Epsteins’ design
of their new dwelling which he describes as “an
extremely functional living machine, but one that
would give us the constant aesthetic presence of
superb architectural design.”
Returning outside, Yale and I cross a bridge
fashioned after one in Monet’s garden at Giverny,
except this one is bright red-orange, making quite
an impression. It crosses the trickling source of
the quarry pond adjacent to the new domicile.
From here the building’s full profile can be seen.
The Epsteins could have rebuilt what they had,
what Yale affectionately calls a typical Woodstock
house with add-ons, including his main studio. It
was altogether “crafty, crowded, cozy and woodsy.”
But instead they did a “360-degree turnaround,
purging the past, and deciding to start clean.”

The result blends beauty and function.
From our vantage point, Yale directs my gaze to
several large flat stones that have been placed in
the slope that goes down to the massive shelf of
the quarry pond according to an artful plan conceived and executed by Doug Ostrander. Each
stone must weigh close to half a ton. In themselves, they create an impressive artwork, and also
have the practical purpose to enable the moving
of the house closer to the pond, hold the slope in
place by protecting it from erosion, and support
a walkway around the house to the studio in the
rear. Making our way back towards the front of
the building, Yale points out the curving bluestone
path that provides a way to gently direct clients to
his workspace without requiring entry to the private part of the home.
Directly facing the front of the house, Yale mentions that he and Deborah wanted to have all the
rooms on the ground floor. No second floor, no
basement. They are getting older and do not relish
the idea of going up and down stairs. It is a practical insight, and that practicality sparked an artful
idea. Working with architect Dave Minch, in what
Yale describes as a truly creative partnership, the
Epsteins decided to have a mid-20th century Bauhaus influenced design. Now suddenly it became
clear that they could break free of the box-like
conventions of that approach, since it was not
necessary to have a flat roof. This revelation was
key to the realization of the unusual spatial configuration of the building’s exterior and interior.
Standing outside on the driveway looking towards
the front door, the structure seems to unfold in a
sequence of unpredictable angles.
Inside the home, the interior manifestations
of this architectural strategy become apparent.
There is much to experience, but one thing that
can’t be found is a room with only right angles at
the corners. “Crooked is OK,” says the artist with
a smile.
Near the entry, above a hand-crafted oak bench,
are three small works of art, which instead of being merely decorative, encapsulate the values of
the people who live here. One, an example of antique calligraphic texts brought back from India,
the second, one of Yale’s pieces of invented calligraphy, and the third a bright red painting with
the suggestion of a flame in the middle entitled
“Sacred Wall II.” In Yale’s words the three works
represent, “a confluence of seemingly diverse imagery serving as a contemplative introduction to
the interior space.”
Looking down at the floor, I discover the surprising grey of poured concrete which it turns

The interior is replete with other marriages of the creative and the practical: a row of
closets with a mural of an abstract wave spanning
the doors; a book shelf that was going to go floorto-ceiling but ended up floating, with white wood
against a pinkish violet wall (color chosen by Deborah) thus lightening what could have been an
overbearing presence; and a naturally patterned
kitchen countertop that was cut so that the pattern went over the top and down one surface of
the descending base like a marble-toned waterfall. Placed around the main open multi-function
space are large and small moments revealing the
level of careful and comforting consideration of
each choice made. Yale points out the placement
of a blue-faced clock situated near a small minimalist print in red. And a cabinet with a subtly
sculpted wave front echoing the walk to his studio and the wave on the closet doors. “Immersion
in the designing and building process left us with
little time to mourn, and when we did, the prospect of the brightness of the future overcame the
pain,” said Yale.
Yale’s studio is a well-organized space of utility
and inspiration, arranged as two studios in one to
account for his coexisting practices of painting/
printmaking and photography. Innovative flourishes include: ledges that go along the bottoms
of display walls to facilitate the contemplation of
multiple works in a fluid way; a petite cubic platform with a tiltable top to make working on small
pictures more comfortable; and a section of deck
just outside the back door where Yale goes for
quick breaks to clear his mind.
Sitting in back the deck is one of two small garden monk statues to be found outside the house.
This one has blue eyes painted by Yale and rests
in a natural bluestone niche, one of many such
that Yale uncovered gradually over a period of two
years by removing the small stones that obscured
them. When asked, Yale says he has no particular
interest in Zen. Looking at the garden monks simply makes him smile. Back in the living quarters,
another small statue, this one of Hindu origin and
completely repainted by Yale, makes use of a book
by the Buddhist Master Thich Nhat Hahn as a
pedestal. The book is entitled “Happiness.”
When the Epstein’s awake each morning they
are greeted by a painting (also miraculously spared from the fire) that Yale made over 50
years ago mostly of pleasing soft colors and mysteriously entitled “Gibraltar.” He confides that it
reminds him of his youth. Also there is his favorite Domberger print, a milestone in his distinguished career. Immersion in the creative process
of building a new home, the continuation of a
life-time of artistic endeavor, has triumphed. And
a new day begins...
— Carl Van Brunt
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House dreams

I

dream of houses and always
have, familiar houses growing vast,
implausible new spaces and facilities: an archaic school cafeteria in
my childhood basement; a maze of
fetid stalls, urinals, and blocked floor
drains in unlit institutional bathrooms
where I cannot find an undefiled place
to sit; whole theaters, auditoriums,
and church sanctuaries discovered
by punching out a single drop ceiling
tile and climbing up; long, ramping
concrete corridors down to sketchy
loading docks; houses woven within
houses, secret hallways with mysterious traffic behind and between the familiar passages, as on a cruise ship, or
in the Winchester Mansion.
Even before I took a mostly unrewarding pass at reading Carl Jung, I
had a sense that these house dreams
spoke directly to the architecture of
my identity, the floor plans of my development. I believed, as generations
of people did, in the reality of the unconscious and subconscious minds:
the vast, dark substructures of our
psychic space, the nature of which
cannot be apprehended directly and
is known to us mostly through the
vapors of dreams, talk therapy, and
an expert reading of the surface evidence of our maladaptive lives. For
the most part, my house dreams spoke
of shameful and inauspicious things.
The prevalence of fetid yuck and body
stuff, more a job for Freud than Jung,
felt especially unflattering.
A dream unanalyzed, they used to
say, is like a gift unopened, but I have
never been a keeper dream journals,
neither a curator nor an active interpreter of my own rich nighttime oeuvre. I just enjoy its passing and pluck
an occasional resonant image or episode for a song or a whatnot. Maybe
it was a desire to make more of my
dreams that directed me to Jung.
More likely, it was Joseph Campbell
that delivered me there, the rockstar Returning Home, ca. 1695 - Shitao (Zhu Ruoji), Chinese.
comparative mythologist, Sarah Lawrence professor, master storyteller and
George Lucas mentor whose The Power of Myth—a revelatory six-part discussion with
in action: the collective unconscious, a common,
Bill Moyers—had us all thinking along Jungian
networked space in the psyche where the archelines in the late ’80s.
types go to play, generative narrative equipment
Campbell’s work gave globetrotting, time-travand a starter set of images installed in us long
eling legs to Jung’s theory of the collective unbefore cultural conditioning could get its clumsy
conscious, identifying eerily similar elements in
hands on our wetware.
the myths of all cultures and ages, including the
The allure of the myth-rich Jungian ether, as
most remote, tribal, and isolated. Campbell colopposed to the more accepted Freudian murk that
lected and connected narrative commonalities in
we were supposed work down and through to get
the religions and resonant stories of human hisanywhere at all, lay in all its exciting, colorful, hetory, finding imagistic, thematic, and linguistic
roic stuff, mythic and magical — not just the yuck
patterns that could not be explained via cultural
and trouble of mothers and sex. (That difference
transfer alone, wars, migrations, and trade routes.
of opinion led to the acrimonious end of the great
With his tireless, inclusive syntheses, Campbell
men’s close friendship; Freud came to feel Jung
seemed to substantiate Jung’s attractive theories
was too poetic, unscientific; Jung came to feel
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Freud was unnecessarily negative and
fixated on sex.)
If your dream house is a Freudian edifice and, like mine, it is institutional,
empty, dark and backed up with shit,
your psychological prospects seem dim,
your road grueling, gross, and long.
Jung’s multicultural, synchronicity-rich
abode, as illuminated by Campbell,
promised the possibility of heroic action
and sudden transformation. It was less
about slogging through a backup and
more about recognizing and aligning
your life with its mythic footings and
callings, finding the hero within and
fighting his battles, discovering your
epic quest metaphorically, even in the
most mundane struggles, like unclogging the toilet and downspout, or getting your kid to do it. In my late ’20s, I
was through with Sigmund. I wanted to
spend more time with the sea monsters.
The difference between Sigmund and
Carl, a well-known therapist of mine
once explained, was that Freud developed his theories while working with
bourgeois Viennese neurotics; Jung developed his while working with insane
Swiss peasants. Cool. Cracking a volume of Jung for the first time, I expected something intellectual, yes, but ecstatic and poetic as well. What I found
was dry, clinical, and comprehensible
to me mainly via the included annotations and explications by the master’s
students and champions. To be fair,
even Campbell was pretty dense and
academic most of the time, especially in
his wave-making first study, The Hero
with a Thousand Faces, where a couple
of million people inspired by the Moyers series found themselves wondering
what the hell he was saying and where
all the bliss had gone.
But we must remember these guys
were clinicians and academics, theorists and scholars; that was the world
they sought acceptance in, a world they
knew was going to be brutally tough on
the softer, magical aspects of their theories. So they toughened up, preparing
their writings a thick, defensive hide of
scientific and theoretical seriousness, in
much the same way that pop culture PhD dissertations about The Simpsons and Madonna tend to
be the most impenetrable and joyless of them all.
Anyway, anyway. Picking up a volume of Jung to
a random page, I had one of the very few moments
of bibliomancy in my life. I opened to a page on
which Jung explicated the symbolism of house
dreams, apparently a fixture in his own nightlife.
He interpreted houses as a fluid index of the state
of self and its quadrants of concern. He took on
my theme of new spaces in familiar places directly,
considering them symbols of unexplored regions
of the unconscious and, perhaps more importantly, as a standing invitation to explore them.
Current trends in psychology and brain science, I hear and read often, have people questioning (if not outright dismissing) not just Freud
and Jung but the very notion of depth psychology they shared—the idea that these unconscious
substructures of the mind are a factor in identity
and psychology at all, the famous myth of the 90
percent we don’t use. The unconscious still won’t
show on PET scans, and it is now often suggested that other ways of imagining the structure and
drama of the self may be far more productive for
daily living, not to mention more neurologically
accurate. These perspectives have everything to
do the way we adapt to present conditions, the
positive actions taken in the present: connections made, work fulfilled, the spaces we fashion
for ourselves, the systems put in place to manage
stress and conflict, now unencumbered by this
imagined deep self that is always going to shoot
us down until such time as we have addressed its
opaque complaints. Cut her loose. It is not about
the houses we dream, but the dream houses we
build and live in.
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Dream house

F

or 20 years now, I have in fact lived
in a dream house. From the curb, it is
nothing more than a modest ranch of
early ’60s build in a cluster of same, out
in the lovely Plains Road neighborhood
of New Paltz, where the haunted and crusty locust
trees line the road to the cemetery where my father’s tooth-white headstone stands, bearing an
inscription I wrote. But this is a dream house,
make no mistake
Thing is, it wasn’t my dream. Sometime in
the its first decade, this poor starter home was
wrenched this way and that, disfigured, expanded,
redesigned and encumbered with wholly unrealistic expectations by a man whose name I know
but won’t say. As every contractor we have every
hired has agreed, the man went to great ends to
turn this house into something it is not, to imagine himself as something he, most likely, was not.
And we inherited his vanity, his errant, groping
idealized self. We live in his collapsing delusions
and have made a life here with him.
It begins with the house’s central selling point
— its 14’ vaulted living room ceiling. The man, we
were told, was raised Jewish but wanted to celebrate Christmas, a wish his parents had denied.
When he became a homeowner himself, he blew
out half the attic and vaulted the ceilings so that
he might have the biggest Christmas tree on the
block, sinking a set of outlets in the middle of the
living room floor for an easy and unobtrusive cable runs. Lovely, but like so many aspects of his
vision, ill-advised and against the wishes of the
structure itself, if a structure can be said to have
wishes. Our roofer told us they hadn’t left nearly
enough space between roof and ceiling. The openable skylights leaked. The inset flood lights too.
All fixed now, but dude.
Many of the hipster modifications are period-bound and funny: a spiral stair case to a (poorly) finished basement finished with deep shag
(funny until it floods and molds, of course — but
nothing that a $20,000 French drain system and
new floors won’t fix); a complex central air and
humidity control system (located of all places in
the attic) that we only discovered because we finally decided, several years in, to figure out what
that strangely retro-futuristic control box above
the thermostat did. That was funny too, until that
February day that the pipe that served the central
humidifier froze and burst, sending water cascading throughout the frame of the house, necessitat-

ing the replacement of three ceilings. Dude.
In the process of replacing those three ceilings,
another mystery was solved. All the houses in this
neighborhood had electric heat with a thermostat
in each room. But two of our rooms had no floorboard heaters. Just a thermostat. That worked.
True innocents who had no business buying a
house like this, we never thought to ask where the
heat came from until the day restoration work revealed that the ceilings were made two sheets of
drywall with a web of tiny electrical wires between
them…radiant ceiling heat? “Never saw it done
like that before,” the man said.
“Never seen it done that like before,” “not up to
code,” “grandfathered in,” “oh yeah, they did it that
way for about five minutes in the early ’70s,” and
just “no”: every single time a professional comes to
help us with something, these words or ones like

them are uttered. Job by job we make his dream
house if not realized then at least code compliant.
His gimcrack dream, our expense, our inherited
Karma.
We hear he was a swinger. We hear he may have
lost his job at a local college for consorting with
students, likely in his sexed up ranched house outside of New Paltz. Disgraced, he sold to the stable
and respectable family we bought it from many
years later. It seems, however, that all the flimsy
artifice of his swinger vision didn’t really begin to
crumble until we took over at the dawn of the new
millennium.
Why do I feel this guy’s hero’s journey has
grounded mine? He followed his bliss and we paid
the tab. There has to be some kind of lesson in
this? Anyway. Anyway.
— John Burdick

BOICE’S

Lots of
Beautiful
Mums!

Home Grown Fruit
& Vegetables

Farm & Garden Stand

600 Kings Highway  Saugerties NY 12477
(845) 246-1160 • boices.farm@yahoo.com

Indian Corn • Pumpkins • Mums • Straw
Hay • Sunﬂowers • Corn Stalks
Honey • Winter Squash
Great Novelty Gifts
Open Mon - Sat 9-6 pm
Sun 9-5 pm
The Healthiest Plants
at the Best Prices

Real estate
Turn Key Construction Built
with Quality and Value
Westchester Modular Homes Authorized Builder

Debra Benjamin

3156 Rte 9W, Saugerties, NY 12477
845.247.4444 Ofﬁce | 845.247.4447 Fax
www.benjamincustommodulars.com | debra@benjamincustommodulars.com

845-372-5650

www.captainspotless.com
m

21A Colonial Drive, New Paltz
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Window Cleaning • Power Washing
Gutter Cleaning • Soft Roof Wash
Residential Cleaning Services

~ No Security Deposit Option ~
3 - 12 Month Leasing Terms • Pets Welcome!
Pool & Laundry on Site

Please Call: 845-255-6171

MARY A. BONO REAL ESTATE
What is Important to You is Important to Us!
LOVE! LOVELY!
RAISED RANCH!

GREAT LOCATION! Custom build
your home in Port Ewen neighborhood
$60,000
on 2.48 acres.

SUPER CUTE and completely
renovated in 2013. New siding, windows, roof, new ﬂooring, new kitchen
& new bathroom. On 1.4 acres. 3
BRs.
$175,000

LOOKING FOR PARADISE?

COME TAKE A VIEW of this
beautiful home. 5 BRs, 3 baths, 1 car
garage under home, as well as 3 car
garage and 1 car garage on property.
All on 1.5 acres.

WELL MAINTAINED!

3 BRs, 2 baths & 2 garages
under home. Full Basement and
$259,000
attic storage.

Contemporary home on 96 acres,
4BRs, 3 full baths, 2 car attached garage.
Come and see all this wonderful
contemporary.

$1,200,000

2 BR and 1 bath with many updates.

$295,000

Please Call Us at 845-331-5101

$129,900
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The Simplest Hudson Valley Home Upgrade:

Get a Free Share of Solar
Community Solar: Energy Savings
With None of the Cost
SolsticeTM solar farms are free to join, with no
installation on your property, and there’s one near your home.
Sound too good to be true? Call us!

(866) 826-1997

Free to Join

Monthly Savings

No Installation

Is Your Home Right For Community Solar?
Hear From Renters and Homeowners
"Clean energy will save us from a
whole lot of pollution...and I've
got no objection to lowering my
electric bill, either!"

"I live in an apartment...but I can
join a solar farm. I think that's
very cool."

Larry and Sylvia Frumes
Owners, Borland House Inn

Joan Karasik
Mother and
Rockland County Community Member

"I just signed all my locations up
with Solstice...it’s really so easy."

"I decided to sign up because
I feel like we owe it to the
future generation."

Jerry Osterhoudt
Landlord in Oneonta County

Paula Cohen
Geography Teacher

$160

Cash Bonus
When You Enroll

CASH BONUS

• $10 when you call to learn more
• $75 when you enroll within a week
• $150 when you enroll within 24 hours of your ﬁrst call

See if you qualify:
(866) 826-1997
www.solstice.us/almanac

A+ Rating with the BBB

